
Sealing and Guide solutions
for Hydropower industry

Global supply of seals and guides for: 
WATER TURBINES:
KAPLAN, FRANCIS, PELTON, BULB
INLET VALVES
HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS

Canadian Distributor



Hydropower seals and guides
KAPLAN TURBINE
Carcoseal/AP/WT kit for the main shaft (endless or split with ISP kit).
Carcotex/UG and /UG/ONE for the wicket gates.
Back to back Carcotex/UG and /SG or Carcomach in PU for the blade roots.
Carcowip scrapers in elastomer or thermoplastics for the wicket gates.
T100MX/PTFE guide rings for wicket gates and blade roots.

FRANCIS TURBINE
Carcoseal/AP/WT kit for the main shaft (endless or split with ISP kit).
Carcotex/UG and /UG/ONE for the wicket gates.
Carcowip scrapers in elastomer or thermoplastics for the wicket gates.
T100MX/PTFE guide rings for wicket gates.

PELTON TURBINE
Carcotex/SG and /UG or PRP thermoplastics seals or Carcomach seals
in PU for the injectors: needle stems and nozzle guides.
Carcomach PU scrapers or PRP PTFE scrapers for the injectors.
T100MX/PTFE guide rings for the injectors.

“ISP” KIT FOR ON SITE BONDING OF
TURBINE MAIN SHAFT SEAL
Carco offers the “ISP” technology to BOND ON SITE the Carcoseal rotary
shaft seals on turbine shaft.
“ISP” bonding kit prevents time-consuming and costly fitting of endless seals.
The proper use of “ISP” kit leads to the same performance of an endless
Carcoseal.

CARCO started manufacturing leather seals for hydropower in 1900 to satisfy the demand 
of the power stations in the Alps. In more that one century we have developed a variety of 
sealing solutions to cover any kind of need.
We combine the technical support to the customer (drawings, FEA, etc.) with short delivery 
time to cover emergencies.
CARCO has manufacturing facilities in Italy and sales offices in Germany, USA, France, 
China and a worldwide sales network.
Our goal is the perfect knowledge of the application to offer the most suitable sealing and 
guide solution.



SPHERICAL VALVE
Carco elastomer D-ring or PRP thermoplastic seals for the mobile ring.
Very large Carco D-rings are available with the hot joint or continuous
molding technology.
Carcomach seals for valve trunnions.
Customized and static seals.

HYDRAULIC CYLINDER
Piston and Rod Seals:
Carcotex/UN and Carcotex/SG.
Carcomach PU seals.
Carcowip scrapers.
T100 PTFE guide rings for piston and rod.
Carcoseal rotary shaft seals for spherical bearings.

Main Sealing solutions
CARCOTEX/SG
AUTOMATIC HYDRAULIC PACKING
- Applications with pressure cycles, assuring no leakage
 at both high and very low pressure
- Piston seal or rod seal (not recommended for double acting pistons)
- Designed to axially “float” in the housing: orange male adapter
 is pressure responsive
- Usually fitted in fixed housings, any housing height
- Available split or endless

CARCOTEX/UG
AUTOMATIC HYDRAULIC PACKING
- Small housings
- Rod seal
- Designed to axially “float” in the housing
- Suitable for fixed housings
- Available endless
- CARCOFLON surface treatment on dynamic side

CARCOSEAL/AP/WT
PRESSURE OIL SEAL WITHOUT SUPPORT RING
- Lip supported by the retaining flange
- Split version available to reduce maintenance time - ISP gluing kit needed
Please contact our technical department for details

“ISP” KIT FOR ON SITE GLUING
- The kit is available with clear instructions to glue seals on site and have large saving in maintenance

SIZE
From mm 100 to mm 2500 diameter and larger, endless and split.

MATERIALS AND WORKING CONDITIONS
Material temperature max speed
S820 -40° + 120° C (-40° + 250° F) 3 m/s
HT720 -40° + 170° C (-40° + 340° F) 3 m/s
Z420 -30° + 200° C (-22° + 400° F) 3 m/s
(for high speed please contact our technical department)

C A R C O T E X / U N

CLASSIC HYDRAULIC PACKING

- suitable for most normal duty applications
- piston seal (CARCOTEX/UN/PIS) or rod seal (CARCOTEX/UN/ROS)
- designed to be compressed axially: intermediate rings energised by green male adapter
- suitable for fixed or adjustable housings, any housing height
- available split or endless
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- applications with pressure cycles, assuring no leakage at both high and very low pressure
- piston seal or rod seal (not recommended for double acting pistons)
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- available split or endless

CARCOTEX/UG

AUTOMATIC HYDRAULIC PACKING

- small housings
- rod seal
- designed to axially “float” in the housing
- suitable for fixed housings
- available endless
- CARCOFLON surface treatment on dynamic side

R TEX
FABRIC RUBBER HYDRAULIC PACKINGS FOR RECIPROCATING APPLICATIONS

NORMAL DUTY APPLICATIONS UP TO  

FRICTION

CARCO PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE WITH CARCOFLON SURFACE TREATMENT TO REDUCE FRICTION VALUE
PLEASE ASK FOR DETAILS

- hydraulic cylinders
-  cylinders in forging and extrusion presses
- billet shears
- metal scrap presses
- chipboard panels presses

- ceramic presses
- refractory presses
- rubber moulding presses
- injection moulding presses
- hydropower machinery

CARCOTEX/SL

HYDRAULIC PACKING
- light applications
- piston seal also possible as ROD seals
- fitting with axial compression
- endless

  

side
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MAIN APPLICATIONS
- marine applications: fin stabilizers, thrusters, etc. sealing oil and seawater - pumps and mixers -  

When pressure exceeds 0,5 bar (7 psi) on rotating applications, pressure oil seals are recommended.

PRESSURE OIL SEALS

CARCOSEAL/AP
PRESSURE OIL SEAL WITH SUPPORT RING
- lip supported by PTFE ring in case of incorrect retaining flange
- available in endless form

CARCOSEAL/AP/WT
PRESSURE OIL SEAL WITHOUT SUPPORT RING 
- lip supported by the retaining flange
- split version available to reduce maintenance time - ISP gluing kit needed
Please contact our technical department for details

CARCOSEAL/TM

- thick rounded seal lip
- suitable for severe applications, abrasive media, slurries, etc.
- max pressure: 5 bar (70 psi)  / max shaft speed: 2 m/s (400 ft/min)
- 

CARCOSEAL/LDS
- suitable for rotating shafts with very large eccentricity
- LDS is an axial seal fixed to the shaft and the lips run against the housing face
- manufactured from full rubber
- energised with a stainless steel garter spring
Please contact our technical department for details

TUNNEL BORING MACHINE SEAL

LARGE ECCENTRICITY SEAL

Our technical department can design customized sealing solutions for a wide range
of applications

CARCOSEAL/UN/LA Antidust l ip

CARCOSEAL/UN/LL Long l ip

CARCOSEAL/ATLMP ® Anti Twist Lip

- seal design developed for steel and aluminium rolling mills 
- preventing the lip from being damaged during roll fitting into the bearing 
- available in UN and SCA profiles

CUSTOMIZED SEALING SOLUTIONS

RSEAL

  

available also in full rubber for very large diameter

- pressure oil seals fitted in tandem to replace braided packings and reduce shaft wear

- this design incorporates an additional lip to keep dust and water
 away from the main lip contact area

- recommended for very large eccentricity of the shaft

- seal lip design customized depending on shaft eccentricity

- the kit is available with clear instructions to glue seals on site and have large saving in maintenance 



www.carcoseal.com

LES JOINTS ÉTANCHES R.B. (QUÉBEC) INC.
Ville Vanier, QC
Phone: 418-688-3202
e-mail : rbqc@sealsonline.com

LES JOINTS ÉTANCHES R.B. INC.
St-Laurent, QC
Phone: 514-334-2220
e-mail : rbmtl@sealsonline.com

SEALTECH SUPPLY INC.
Mississauga, ON
Phone: 905-362-0889
e-mail : sealtech@sealsonline.com

FLUIDSEAL AB INC.
Edmonton, AB
Phone: 780-414-1871
e-mail : fluidsealab@sealsonline.com

KEPCO SEALING SUPPLIES INC.
Winnipeg, MB
Phone: 204-783-9617
e-mail : kepco@sealsonline.com

FLUIDSEAL AB (CALGARY) INC.
Calgary, AB
Phone: 403-279-1871
e-mail : fluidsealcg@sealsonline.com

FLUIDSEAL INC.
Richmond, BC
Phone: 604-278-6808
e-mail : fluidseal@sealsonline.com

Canadian Distributor




